**Databases**

- Academic Search Premier (EBSCO)
- America: History and Life
- CBCA Current Events
- ERIC (Educ. Resource Information Center)
- Gender Studies Database
- Historical Abstracts
- Anthropological Index
- Public Affairs Information Service (PAIS)
- Research Library (Proquest)
- Science Direct
- Sociological Abstracts

**Print Indexes & Abstracts**

- Communication Abstracts
  Ref. Z 5630 C6
- Peace Research Abstracts Journal
  Ref. JX 1901 P38
- Social Sciences Index
  Ref. AI 3 S6

**Guides**

- American Peace Movement: References and Resources
  Ref. Z 6464 Z9 H7 1991
- American Peace Writers, Editors and Periodicals
  Ref. JX 1962 A2 R63 1991
  Ref. Z 6464 D6 A85 1988
- Nonviolent Action: A Research Guide
  Ref. Z 7164 P19 M33 1997

**Subject Bibliographies**

- American Women Writers on Vietnam: Unheard Voices: A Selected Annotated Bibliography
  Ref. Z 1229 W8 B88 1990
- Canada and International Peace and Security: A Bibliography
  Ref. Z 6464 Z9 C16
- Human Rights Bibliography: UN Documents and Publications
  Ref. Z 7164 L6 H86 1993
- Pacifism Since 1914: an Annotated Reading List
  Ref. Z 6464 Z9 B76 2000
- Peaceful Peoples: an Annotated Bibliography
  Ref. Z 5118 P33 B66 1993
- Surviving the Nuclear Age: A Bibliography on Nuclear Weapons, Arms Control and Disarmament
  Ref. Z 6464 D6 P82 1990
- War and Peace through Women's Eyes: A Selective Bibliography of Twentieth Century American Women's Fiction
  Ref. Z 1231 F4 C37 1992
- World Racism and Related Inhumanities: A Country by Country Bibliography
  Ref. Z 7164 R12 W5 1992

**Encyclopedias**

- Aggression and Conflict: a Cross-Cultural Encyclopedia
  Ref. HM 136 L46 1994
- An Encyclopedia of War and Ethics
  Ref. B 105 W3 E53 1996
- Encyclopedia of Arms Control and Disarmament
  Ref. JX 1974 E57 1993

- Encyclopedia of Capital Punishment
  Ref. HV 8694 G76 1998
- Encyclopedia of Conflict Resolution
  Ref. HM 136 B783 1997
- Encyclopedia of Democracy
  Ref. JC 423 E53 1995
- Encyclopedia of Human Rights
  Ref. JC 571 E67 1991
- Encyclopedia of Propaganda
  Ref. HM 263 E53 1998
- Encyclopedia of Violence, Peace & Conflict
  Ref. HM 291 E625 1999
- Encyclopedia of the United Nations and International Agreements
  Ref. JX 1977 O8213 2003
- Encyclopedia of World Problems and Human Potential
  Ref. H 41 E66 1991
- Encyclopedia of Youth and War
  Ref. HQ 784 W3 S54 2000
- The Oxford Companion to Politics of the World
  Ref. JA 61 O95 1993
- Protest, Power and Change: An Encyclopedia of Nonviolent Action from ACT-UP to Women's Suffrage
  Ref. HM 278 P76 1996
- Social Science Encyclopedia
  Ref. H 41 E63 1998
- Women in the Third World: An Encyclopedia of Contemporary Issues
  Ref. HQ 1870.9 W6548 1998
- World Encyclopedia of Peace
  Ref. JX 1952 W63 1986

**Dictionaries**

- Biographical Dictionary of Modern Peace Leaders
  Ref. JX 1962 A2 B56 1985
- A Dictionary of Cultural and Critical Theory
  Ref. HM 101 D527 1996
- A Dictionary of Ecology, Evolution and Systematics
  Ref. QH 540.4 L56 1998
- Dictionary of Development: Third World Economy, Environment, Society
  Ref. HC 59.7 D513 1990
- Dictionary of Environment and Development: People, Places, Ideas and Organizations
  Ref. GE 10 C78 1991
- Dictionary of Environmental Science
  Ref. GE 10 M378 2003
- Dictionary of Wars
  Ref. D 25 A2 K63 1999
- Historical Dictionary of Human Rights and Humanitarian Organizations
  Ref. JC 571 G655 1997
- Mini-Dictionary of International Development
  Ref. HC 59.7 M56 1990
- Peace and Nuclear War Dictionary
  Ref. U 263 A434 1989
- Who’s Who in International Development
  Ref. HC 59.8 W47 2000
- World Who is Who and Does What in Environment & Conservation
  Ref. GE 55 W67 1997
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Handbooks &amp; Directories</strong></th>
<th><strong>Yearbooks &amp; Statistics</strong></th>
<th><strong>Special Microfilm Collections</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| ABC-CLIO Companion to the Environmental Movement  
Ref. GE 197 G76 1994 | Freedom in the World: the Annual Survey of Political Rights & Civil Liberties  
| American Women Civil Rights Activists: Biobibliographies of 68 Leaders, 1825-1992  
Ref. JC 599 U5 H273 1993 | Green Globe Yearbook  
| The Annotated Canadian Human Rights Act, 1994  
Circ. KE 4381 A32 C56 1994 | Keesing's Record of World Events  
Ref. D 410 K4 | Papers of Emily Greene Balch, 1875-1961 |
| Basic Documents on Human Rights  
Ref. K 3238 A1 B76 2002 | The Illustrated Book of World Rankings  
| Environmental Profiles: A Global Guide to Projects and People  
Ref. GE 1 K38 1993 | Social Indicators of Development  
Ref. GN 325 L46 1998 | Statistical Record of Women Worldwide  
| Gale Environmental Almanac  
Ref. GE 80 H69 1993 | Statistical Yearbook (United Nations)  
Ref. HA 12.5 U63 2001 | Peace & Conflict Studies Library Guide |
| Intellectual Freedom  
Circ. KF 4770 Z9 H3 1992 | The World Almanac and Book of Facts  
Ref. AY 67 N5 W7 2008 | A selected list of reference sources |
| Political Data Handbook  
Ref. HA 155 P66 1997 | World Development Indicators  
Ref. HC 59.69 W64 2007 | This guide lists items found in the Mount Saint Vincent University Library. Please check Novanet, the online computer catalogue, for other relevant titles. A listing of government documents held by the library is located at the Reference Desk. To search the Novanet Catalogue, go to www.novanet.ns.ca |
| World Economic And Business Review  
Ref. HC 10 W7975 1991 | World Economic Data  
Ref. HC 10 W7978 1991 | For more information visit www.msvu.ca/library |
| World Economic and Social Survey  
Ref. HC 59 A169 1997 | World Population Growth and Aging  
| World Resources, 1998-1999  
Ref. HC 59 W6674 1998/99 | World Population Projections  
Ref. HA 154 W66 1994/95 | |